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OUR OBJECTIVES

To promote and strengthen youth participation in politics and civic education through technologies.
COALISIAN | (Coalition + Asian) is the think tank group to help getting the youth in Asian countries to engage, come together and share the political concerns in their respective countries using the existing social media platform the youth are familiar with as the DELIVERY SYSTEM.
COALISIAN FACEBOOK STRUCTURE

**MAIN PAGE**

**PRIMARY TASKS**

- Conduct Live Townhall / Registration
- Content sharing from all the countries
- Establish Common Content
- Information / Advisory Center
- Petition Collection (change.org)

**SUB COUNTRY PAGE TASKS**

- Host FB Live every 5 weeks
- Connect with local youth with the assistance of the FB page
- Host local event every 5 months (on rotation with other sub country pages)
- Provide content in the local languages in addition to English
The uncertainties Malaysian face, includes 1MDB scandal aftermath, interior power transfer, relation with China, and party finance in 2018 would also be an example to learn from.
Political Identity has affected The Presidential Election in Indonesia this last April. It was ruin the county’s motto which “Unity in Diversity” at the moment.

In Cambodia, they had such a Shame Election last year, because there is no main Opposition Candidates.
Example | Fighting against disinformation in Asia

In 2016, the Philippines fought fake news on founds of the rival candidate, while public in Taiwan had not paid attention to this specific issue till 2017.

Through networking on COALISIAN, Democrats in ASIA will not be alone.